
 
  

Hi everyone! 
 
Almost one month of the new academic year has already passed. We hope everyone had a successful start and for those who 
have not been students for a while, it has been an easy adaptation to student life.  

In this newsletter you will find updates about SET LASER TAG, SET BORREL, AC-SET website and the SET GOOGLE GROUP. 

As you will read in the newsletter, AC-SET is asking for the help of people experienced in website design. If you are interested 
contact us. 

Do you also have some news or fun fact you want to share with all your fellow students, send it and we’ll try to place it in our 
next newsletter. Enjoy reading and expect another next month! 
 
The AC-SET (Activity Committee of SET). 
 

 

  
SET student of the Month  

 
Alberto Mario Striedinger Pinilla 
Colombian- 23 years 
SET 1st Year 
 
Favorite food : Empanada (Colombian dish) 
Favorite Dutch food : Kroket and cheese of 
course 
Ecological footprint (footsize): 3 (out of 10) 
Favorite place in campus: Climbing wall at the 
sportscenter 
Most sustainable behavior: Biking 
Stupidest behavior ever:  too many. to pick one, getting too drunk and ending 
up dancing with a chair 
Non-sustainable subject for you: Renewable energy sources (actually the 
lecturers) 
Favorite Subject in SET Master Track: Technology for sustainable development 

Life in three words: Eche y Que? (Hey what’s up?)  

 

  
SET LASER TAG 

 
Do you want to have some fun with 
fellow students, and meet more people 
from SET?  
 
Here is the opportunity: AC-SET is 
organizing a laser tag tournament for 
SET and SELECT students. More details 
will follow with an e-mail in October, 
keep an eye on your TU/e mailboxes. 
 

 

 

 
 

The next SET-borrel will take place on 
Thursday October 6

th
 in Skybar 

(architectural building Vertigo, in the 
basement) starting at 17:00. 
 
We would like to invite all of you for a 
drink, and to meet and socialize with 
other SET students and us. 
 

 
 

Did you know that... 
 

 Within 40 students of SET 2009, 4 dropped-out, 13 graduated, 23 still 
studying and many more are graduating soon. 

 Physical transport phenomena is the hottest topic within the SET students. 

 This year more SET students than ever are studying in the library and 
ICTheek. 

 
  

  
WEBSITE 

  
Almost all of the SET students are familiar with our website 
(http://acset.isgreat.org/). You can find old exams, information 
about the AC-SET and upcoming events on the website. 
Unfortunately, this website was not working within the campus 
of TU/e.  
 
Now we are working on a solution for this problem, we have a 
new domain name, and we are rebuilding the website.  
 
For the new website, we need help of people experienced in 
website design. If you are one of them, please contact us by 
sending an e-mail to acset@tue.nl. 

 
  

  
GOOGLE GROUP 

 
SET students are already defending their thesis. Some of 
them graduated already, most of them are going to 
graduate soon, and the contact with them would be lost 
soon for most of us, as the TU/e mail addresses will 
expire. 
 
As we are glad to know each other from the day one and 
we would like to continue the same after we leave the 
university, AC-SET created a mail group to stay in touch 
with everyone. All SET students can register by their non-
TU/e mails, by following this link, or you can send your e-
mail address to acset@tue.nl and we will add you to the 
group. 
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